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Build. Destroy. Rebuild.The dawn of human existence has proven ...we are warlike

creatures.Civilizations are built, then they're destroyed.After destruction, will you have the tenacity

to overcome obstacles and rebuild?Your fellow man may be the biggest hurdle because Hell is

empty and the Devils are all here.This fast-paced post apocalyptic dystopian fiction series from

author Bobby Akart (The Boston Brahmin series and the Prepping for Tomorrow series), has been

hailed as a masterpiece of EMP survival fiction. Prepare to learn, as well as be entertained as The

Blackout Series continues with SHILOH RANCH.In book one of this new post-apocalyptic survival

fiction series, 36 HOURS, the reader was provided a glimpse into the rapid decline of society once

word of the catastrophic solar flare racing towards Earth began to spread.Book two, ZERO HOUR,

thrust our characters into the perils of a post apocalyptic world. At Zero Hour, an EMP caused by a

massive solar flare left America in darkness. The Ryman family, who weren't preppers, applied

common sense, logic, and a will to survive to their decision-making as they faced their death, their

neighbors, and the depravity of man.In book three, TURNING POINT, the characters face a life

altering decision - should we stay or should we go? The oldest and strongest emotion in man is fear,

and the strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown. Will American's flee the urban centers, the

proverbial golden hordes, for the countryside? Will it be safer than the cities? TURNING POINT will

lead the Ryman family into a complex, inexplicable world where danger lurks around every

bend.SHILOH RANCH brings the Ryman family to their bug-out location where then quickly learn

that the grass isn't always greener on the proverbial other side of the sense. They quickly learn that

there is one constant in a post-apocalyptic world - the threat from their fellow man. But without

taking a risk, their cannot be reward. But what happens when you cross the line?In HORNET'S

NEST, book five in The Blackout Series, the Ryman family nearly lost one of their own but they

came out stronger and rallied around a purpose. Evil must be eliminated from their small, adopted

community in order for peace and order to be restored. The family, together with other residents of

the small southwest Tennessee community band together to defend their home and turn the tides

on the murderous rogues among them. There attention is then directed towards rebuilding.In the

final installment of The Blackout Series, DEVIL'S HOMECOMING, an unexpected turn of events

deals the rebuilding effort a near deadly blow as the United States Government, in the form of a

FEMA occupying force, descends upon Savannah. The FEMA battalions leader is hell-bent on

revenge and he is proof that in a post-apocalyptic world, hell is empty and all the devils are

here.Note: This book does not contain strong language. It is intended to entertain and inform

audiences of all ages, including teen and young adults. Although some scenes depict the realistic



threat our nation faces from a devastating solar flare, and the societal collapse which will result in

the aftermath, it does not contain graphic scenes typical of other books in the post apocalyptic

genre.BOOKS IN THE BLACKOUT SERIES:BOOK ONE: 36 HoursBOOK TWO: Zero HourBOOK

THREE: Turning PointBOOK FOUR: Shiloh RanchBOOK FIVE: Hornet's NestBOOK SIX: Devil's

Homecoming
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Devils Homecoming brought my favorite post-apocalypse book series to an end. It's very well

written and takes readers on an emotional ride. This book, and series, show the very best and very

worst of mankind and I'm afraid if some version of this book series came to life it would look just like

this. Bobby created villains I really truly hated. So many times I was yelling "just kill them already!"

because I was frustrated at the pain they could inflict. I definitely didn't see the exact conclusion

coming. I knew we'd lose someone important, but didn't expect it would be who we did lose. Bobby

has wrapped up this series wonderfully and I'm sad to say goodbye to the Ryman family, but excited



to see what he has in store for us next!

DevilÃ¢Â€Â™s Homecoming was the end of the Blackout Series. Throughout the books Akart

shows the spirit of America --the good, the bad, and the ugly. He made me feel like the bad guy

because in reading this ending I forgot the moral high ground and made myself like the people the

RymanÃ¢Â€Â™s were fighting against. I wanted to kill Ma and Junior. Physically, crawl into the

kindle and shoot them. I forgot the consequences.It takes a good writer to build up characters that

we as the reader can relate to. I felt like I was actually involved in the story. We learned their faults

and strengths. A hard lesson to learn is it doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t take age, experience to know not only

talent but to accept their strengths and weaknesses and use them no matter their age, gender or

experience- it is the bonds of friendship, love, human nature and survival that makes one succeed

as a group.DevilÃ¢Â€Â™s Homecoming and the Blackout Series reflects good writing, good editing

and a story that makes you want to read it again and tell your friends about. If at the end of a book if

I am not able to genuinely reflect on what just transpired, I have wasted my time. Not with Bobby

AkartÃ¢Â€Â™s books. He is a very clever writer, highly enjoyable, entertaining and thought

provoking. He leaves me thinking Ã¢Â€ÂœHow would I handle the situation?Ã¢Â€Â•Super family

friendly. My family have never been avid tv watchers. We read books. This series would be

something to read to each other in the evenings because it brings up so many questions on what

you would you do, why and why not. So, five stars it is. Well, maybe 8.

I discovered the Blackout series when the third book, Turning Point was released. I had read the

blurb and thought it sounded interesting so I immediately bought the first book, 36 Hours. I devoured

that one and bought the second right away! I was very impressed how Mr. Akart took a possible

catastrophe and turned into a story about the survival of a family of three and their journey through a

world that had gone to hell in a hand basket. The Ryman family consists of Colton, his wife Maddie

and their daughter Alex. They are everyday people that had no idea what prepping for an

emergency even meant but soon learned. When the EMP hit and the grids went down their journey

of survival began and what a journey it was. With their neighborhood being threatened by gangs

taking over, they decide to hit the road and head for what they hoped to be the safety of a friends

place many miles away. What they encounter along the way has them making decisions they never

dreamed of having to make but in this kill or be killed world that now exists, they do what they have

to in order to keep each other safe. They learn quickly and the hard way that you can trust no one

out on the open road and with that mind set, they continue on. Once the family had reached its final



destination after many close calls, all seemed idealistic until a force that they had run into on the

way comes around, ruining what had been the perfect utopia. Once again the Rymans must face a

foe but this time they have friends to back them and the fight for their lives is on! In this, the final

book of the story, blood is shed and lives are lost and I cried many tears. This emotional roller

coaster of a ride with this series was coming to an end and I had no idea which way it would play

out. Would the many characters that I had come to love lose the battle or would they reign over the

evil that was trying to end what they had been fighting for? I found this to be a fitting end to the

series when I read that last page. Bobby Akart ended his magnificent series with just the right

touches and Oh yeah moments. As I leave this series with many emotions playing with my psyche, I

look forward to many more stories that this author has to offer. His knowledge of survival tactics has

taught me a lot and I hope to learn much more from him in the future. Thank you Bobby Akart, for

many hours of entertainment and your dedication to help those of us who are just learning how to be

a prepper, be more prepared for, if and when we need to bug out!

".......always lead the way." Alex is told at the conclusion of Devil's Homecoming. And lead the way

she has in the struggle to find a place to call home.And thus ends the final chapter of an absolutely

stunning series of books. Devil's Homecoming is the conclusion of a story of survival, of family, of

grit, of learning to overcome "the depravity of man". Bobby Akart has again given me the privilege of

learning from his words, to feel the emotion of his characters and to laugh, cry, and mostly rejoice in

their victories. To stand and fight for what is right, to lead the way toward what is most important,

freedom. I can truly say this series has been a joy to read. Thank you Bobby. I am already

anticipating your new journey- where will you take us, what will I learn?As a side note, my husband

and I enjoyed the Blackout Series so much we took a vacation last month, traveling the path Alex

and the Ryman family took from Nashville to the TN River at Shiloh. Fascinating. historical, beautiful

piece of America. Photo is of Cherry Mansion in Savannah TN.
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